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Parineeti and Devgn who are known for their
chemistry have said that the new film is better
than their previous films. What can we say about
such a great chemistry.It is a magical movie,do
watch it.There is something to watch in every
scene.Such a beautiful set and a sensational
story.Awesome picture and dialogues. Golmaal
(English: Chaos) is the first film of Ajay Devgn in
his 31st year in the film industry and the second
collaboration with Rohit Shetty. The film was
produced by Rohit Shetty, Atul Tiwari, Sajid
Nadiadwala and Ronnie Screwvala. The poster
was shown at the 2017 Cinecon, the biggest
Indian film festival in the US. The movie stars
Tabu and Parineeti Chopra as siblings, Laxman
(Devgn) and Kushi, who get rid of their conflicts
and unite as a family to celebrate the love of
their parents. It also stars Arshad Warsi, Tusshar
Kapoor, Arjun Mathur, Kunal Khemu and Shreyas
Talpade In the film, which is inspired from
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Shetty’s own childhood, Laxman and Kushi along
with Ravi, Lucky, Madhav and Gopal are
members of a large extended family which
worships their parents on the 16th day of every
month. One fateful day, the family takes a train
journey on a holiday which is regarded as the
day of their gods. Their parents get killed while
Laxman and Kushi fall in love. As they reach
Mumbai, they reach Jamnadas home and learn
that he has died and they celebrate his death.
He keeps repeating his last will to Laxman that
avenge his death. In the post-interval, Ravi
blames Kushi for the incident and also takes
them to Nepal. At a temple in Nepal, the family
members make peace and agree to unite and be
a family. Ravi tells Laxman that they are not
getting married as they are from a family where
they are related by blood but not by love, which
he considers very wrong and sinful. The film is
remade in Telugu as Kotha Banga Lekhakulu.
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